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Abstract—Synthetic logic circuits have been proposed as poten-
tial solutions for theranostics of biotechnological problems. One
proposed model is the engineering of bacteria cells to create logic
gates, and the communication between the bacteria populations
will enable the circuit operation. In this paper, we analyse the
quality of bacteria-based synthetic logic circuit through molec-
ular communications that represent communication along a bus
between three gates. In the bacteria-based synthetic logic circuit,
the system receives environmental signals as molecular inputs and
will process this information through a cascade of synthetic logic
gates and free diffusion channels. We analyse the performance
of this circuit by evaluating its quality and its relationship to
the channel capacity of the molecular communications links
that interconnect the bacteria populations. Our results show
the effect of the molecular environmental delay and molecular
amplitude differences over both the channel capacity and circuit
quality. Furthermore, based on these metrics we also obtain
an optimum region for the circuit operation resulting in an
accuracy of 80% for specific conditions. These results show that
the performance of synthetic biology circuits can be evaluated
through molecular communications, and lays the groundwork for
combined systems that can contribute to future biomedical and
biotechnology applications.

Index Terms—Synthetic logic circuits, Molecular communica-
tions, Engineered bacteria.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT progress in synthetic biology has seen a number
of new technologies developed for engineering biolog-

ical cells utilizing concepts from electrical engineering and
computer science [1]–[5]. Unprecedented applications have
emerged from synthetic engineering of cells, leading to novel
approaches in the fields of biotechnology, medicine, as well
as pharmaceutical science [4], [6]–[8]. Example applications
have enabled researchers to engineer eukaryotic as well as
prokaryotic cells (e.g., animal cells and bacteria, respectively)
that can sense enzymes secreted from cancerous cells or
treatment of systemic diseases such as Inflammatory Bowel
Disease [7]. The multi-disciplinary approach combines princi-
ples from both electronics engineering and molecular biology
to design the building blocks, where their combination can
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Fig. 1. Illustration of bacteria populations engineered to perform logical
operations. For these systems, the input signals are molecules from the
environment that are absorbed by the engineered bacteria.

lead to complex synthetic structures such as logic gates [9]–
[13]. However, complex circuits are still an obstacle as the
current logic structures are often designed using a single logic
gate or simple combinations between them [3].

Bacterial cells have been widely used to develop synthetic
circuits due to the extensive knowledge about the DNA plas-
mids, and in particular in genome editing to design synthetic
circuits that can lead to specialised functions [6]. Simple
logic gates, to toggle switches, as well as oscillators, have
already been developed by engineering both single cell and
bacterial population [10], [14]. An overall representation of
synthetic logic circuits constructed from bacteria is presented
in Figure 1. These circuits are usually associated with control-
ling the bacteria’s communication behaviour. As an example,
researchers were able to engineer Boolean logic gates by
controlling the communications between four Escherichia coli
populations [15]. With the recent advancements in animal
microbiome research, engineered bacteria are being considered
as potential biomedical agents that combine diagnostic and in-
dividualised treatment (i.e., theranostic) for systemic diseases
inside the human microbiome [6], [7], [10]. Specifically, the
communication molecules produced by engineered bacteria are
the effectors for these applications.

Due to the importance of molecular signals that can be used
for the development of biomedical theranostics, researchers
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are devoting their attention to understand also how they
can be engineered. This new emerging subject is known as
molecular communications [16]–[20]. This field concentrates
on the development of artificial communications systems for
biological devices at the nanoscale [16], [17], [21]–[25]. As it
is inspired from natural systems, molecular communications
systems require the engineering of molecular exchange that
can be developed in a biological cell, and this could range
from the engineering of cells for ion transfer to design
networked communications among nanosystems [16], [17],
[19], [20], [25]–[27]. As an example, bacteria-based molecular
communications has been proposed to emit molecular signals
in a networked model in order to produce jamming signals that
interfere with another populations communications [28]–[30].

In this paper, we propose the use of bacteria-based molec-
ular communication systems to evaluate the performance of
synthetic logic circuits inside a multi-compartment capsule
that contains three bacteria populations (each one is represent-
ing a different Boolean logic gate). The logic circuit is then
built using the communications among the engineered bacteria
confined in each compartment of the chamber. The design of
this synthetic logic circuit prevents the engineered bacteria
from spreading into the environment while allowing differ-
ent logic operations to be performed depending on different
molecular inputs. The confined chambers have two roles for
this bacteria-based molecular communications system. First it
limits the bacteria movement, where no organisms will be able
to enter or leave the chamber. Second, the chamber prevents
larger molecules from diffusing between the compartments.
Therefore, these features limit the impact of unwanted effects
in the system (e.g., exogenous bacteria hijacking the system or
high communications noise due to the presence of unwanted
molecules). Based on these assumptions, we focus our investi-
gation on the impact of the noise generated by the engineered
bacteria during their production of quorum sensing molecules.

The design principles considered in this paper follows
similar approaches for other bacteria-based synthetic circuits.
For example, toggle switches, logic gates, biosensors and
programmable full-adder were designed using the bacteria sig-
nalling molecules as the activator and repressor of gene expres-
sion [11], [31]–[34]. Specifically, our bacteria-based synthetic
logic circuit is inspired by a similar work in [15], where three
Escherichia coli populations carried the same NOR gate and
another carried the buffer. These bacterial populations were
combined in different spatial arrangements to create 16 two-
input Boolean logic gates [15]. Their work served as a proof-
of-concept for using quorum sensing signalling as chemical
‘wires’ to interconnect the bacterial populations’ logic gates.
However, the work presented in this paper does not concentrate
on the versatile combination of different synthetic logic gates,
but instead on the analysis of molecular information between
the gates to determine the quality of the circuit’s performance.

Our molecular communications analysis is focused on show-
ing the quality of the proposed bacteria-based synthetic logic
circuit in conjunction with the evaluation of the capacity of
the channels that interconnect the bacteria populations. Similar
to digital circuits that can become faulty due to unreliable
interconnection bus [35], [36], we investigate the effect of the

free diffusion interconnections and the impact on the quality
of the proposed circuit design. The proposed bacteria-based
synthetic circuit is capable of sensing environmental variations
and actuating accordingly in response to the measurements.
This circuit composed of a two-layer synthetic logic circuit
that will process the input molecular signals and output the
required signal. For this paper, we do not intend to provide
further specification on the sensing and actuating functional-
ities, but only on the communication performance. The main
contributions of this paper are
• Development of a bacteria-based molecular communi-

cations end-to-end model that can be used to analyse
the reliability performance of a synthetic logic circuit.
We use three bacteria populations to create a synthetic
logic circuit that will perform a cascade of logical oper-
ations at the molecular level.

• Computation of quality performance metrics for the
synthetic logic circuit operation considering different
scenarios. We analyse the unreliable nature of bacteria-
based molecular communications systems that can disrupt
the operation of the synthetic circuit, affecting its accu-
racy and precision.

• Analysing the channel capacity for the bacteria-based
synthetic logic circuit. Using molecular communications
theory, we show how different combination of parameters
will affect the reliability of a circuit and how they are
associated with the optimum channel capacity for the
system.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section
II, we describe the bacteria-based synthetic logic circuit, from
both biological and communications engineering perspectives,
and how they will be utilized to perform logic operations based
on a set of molecular input signals. The communication model
that represents the exchange of molecular information between
the bacteria populations is presented in Section III. Section V
presents the application of this model to determine the quality
and the channel capacity for the proposed synthetic circuit.
Lastly, in Section VI we present our conclusions.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

The proposed circuit is a combination of three synthetic
logic gates (one OR and two AND gates) that use a set of
input molecular signals (see Figure 2). Although this paper
only concentrates on this specific circuit, further analysis can
be established for other logic gate combinations and circuit
size. Each gate, represented in Figure 2(a), is composed of
a bacteria population and is situated in a compartment, and
is interconnected by free diffusion molecular communications
links. These bacteria populations are placed inside a compart-
mented capsule with isolated chambers. For example, com-
partment A (OR gate) and B (AND gate) only communicates
with the third compartment C (AND gate), through a filter
wall (see Figure 2(b)). This thin membrane can be built using
an organic compound such as Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS),
to only allow the molecules but not the bacteria to flow from
chambers A and B to C [37]. A general representation of this
filtering process is depicted in Figure 3.
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(a) Digital circuit representation of the system.
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(b) Proposed system’s physical design.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the proposed bacteria-based synthetic logic circuit.
Each bacteria population is assigned to a compartment, becoming isolated
from each other. The molecules produced at chambers A or B access chamber
C by passing through a filter wall.

We limit the growth of the bacteria populations to fit the
finite dimensions of each chamber. This population control
can be achieved by applying antibiotics or probiotics, which
will lower or increase their population density, respectively
[38], [39]. Therefore, we consider that the bacteria population
densities are constant. Based on this assumption, our analysis
on the circuit’s quality and the communications capacity is
focused on the maximum bacteria population density.

The circuit operation can be described in two steps. First,
each bacterium senses the molecular environmental signals
wi(t − τi) and starts the quorum sensing process to produce
molecules that will toggle their natural switches (see [30]
for further description of this process). The mathematical
description of the molecular environmental signal wi(t − τi)
can be found in Section III-A. The molecular environmental
delays τ1, τ2, τ3 and τ4 are produced by the different propa-
gation times of each molecular input signal on the chamber’s
external medium. Second, all bacteria inside the chambers start
to behave similarly to perform the desired logic operations.
This process occurs for the first layer of the circuit. From

Filter wall

Molecular signal
Bacterium

z1, z2 << rh << Br

Fig. 3. Representation of the wall that separates the input gates from the
output gate. This wall acts like a filter just allowing the molecular signal
to pass through. For that purpose, the radius of the holes rh, depicted in the
expanded view of this Figure, must be greater than the molecule signal (z1(t)
and z2(t)) sizes and lesser than the bacterium radius Br .

an electronic circuit perspective, this synthetic circuit can be
defined as an arrangement of logic gates and RC circuits [40].
This analogy allows us to investigate the quality of the system
using the same metrics of a typical electronic circuit [41], [42].

A. Quorum Sensing and Molecule Binding Process

Bacteria can sense and respond to molecular signals that
originate from other cells and environment, through a cellular
communication process named quorum sensing [43]. This
cell-to-cell communication process allows bacteria to display
group behaviours through the controlled expression of genes,
regulating many of their activities. Bacteria can survive harsh
environments, produce virulent factors and form biofilms by
using quorum sensing systems [43]. Each bacteria species uses
specific molecules to perform this type of communication, and
examples include autoinducers and N-Acyl homoserine lactone
(AHL’s). They also have specific transmembrane receptors
to detect these signalling molecules, and examples include
LuxN and CqsS [43]. These receptors bind quorum sensing
molecules and trigger the expression of genes related to bacte-
ria collective behaviours. Inside each bacterium cell, an initial
cluster of genes (operon) will process the molecular signal
originated from the transmembrane proteins and promote the
second cluster of genes (effector) to transcribe messenger
RNAs (mRNAs) [2], [44]. These molecules will be responsible
for the translation of the genetic instruction into proteins that
will trigger the group behaviours.

Since the first identification of this signalling mechanism,
researchers have been proposing synthetic biology techniques
that produce different responses for the sensed quorum sensing
molecules [9]–[15]. They engineer new reception circuits in
the bacteria, through genetic editing, in order to activate a
response after sensing a certain concentration level that is
tied to the number of individuals in a bacteria population [7].
The molecule binding process has also been applied for the
design of molecular communications systems [45], [46]. In this
paper, we focus on the use of engineered bacteria to perform
logic operations through the use of quorum sensing molecules
diffused in a closed space.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the proposed bacteria-based synthetic logic circuit. The four molecular input signals required to operate the system are processed by
a cascade of synthetic logic gates and free diffusion channels. The natural toggle switches, based on the quorum sensing, are represented as On-Off systems
and the free diffusion channels as an RC circuit. (a) Electronic circuit representation. (b) Molecular communications system representation.

TABLE I
TRUTH TABLE OF THE SYNTHETIC CIRCUIT CONSIDERED FOR THIS WORK.
THE HIGH MOLECULAR SIGNAL LEVEL OUTPUT IS HIGHLIGHTED IN GRAY.

Input1 Input2 Input3 Input4 CircuitOutput

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1

B. Synthetic Logic Gates

A synthetic biology system is often described using rate
reaction equations [45]. These are mathematical formulations
that represent the change in the concentration of chemical sub-
stances during a given period. These equations are expressed
in terms of the rate of production and consumption of those
chemical substances and are described as follows

[R1] + [R2]
kf−−⇀↽−−
kr

[P], (1)

where [R1] and [R2] are the two chemical substances that react
to each other to produce the substance [P]; kf is the forward
reaction rate, in other words, is the speed of [R1] and [R2]
reaction to produce [P]; and kr is the reverse reaction rate, or
the speed of [P] degradation to form [R1] and [R2].

In this paper, we use rate reaction equations to model the
activation of the first layer of the synthetic logic circuit and
the production of the molecular output signals from the three
synthetic logic gates. Therefore, we describe the natural switch
activation (see Figure 4) using the following equations [11]

d[A]

dt
=

β

1 +Kα
B

− γt[A] (2)

and
d[B]

dt
=

β

1 +Kα
A

− γt[B] (3)

where [A] and [B] represents the molecular signal concentra-
tions that trigger and suppresses the operation of the synthetic
logic gate, respectively; α and β are the repression constants,
and the maximum production rates for both molecular signals
[A] and [B]; sA and sB are the toggle switches’ induction
signals, KA = [A]/(1 + (sA/K)nt) and KB = [B]/(1 +
(sB/K)nt) define the rates by which the molecular signals
bind to the synthetic gate receptor, K is a constant that defines
the equilibrium of the chemical reactions involved in the
production of a molecular signal, γt is the decay constant for
both molecular signals, and nt is the cooperativeness degree
of the molecular signal with the synthetic gate receptor (this
is also known as the Hill coefficient).
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After reaching the threshold required to toggle the bac-
terium’s natural switches, the circuit will start to operate. The
first two gates shown in Figure 4 are activated by molecular
input signals wi(t), where i = {1, 2, 3, 4} are the molecular
input’s index, diffused from the environment into the synthetic
logic circuit. The last logic gate is activated by the outputs
(z1(t) and z2(t)) from the gates in the first layer, producing the
molecular signal z3(t). Considering the specific circuit design
(see Figure 4), this last output molecular signal will only have
a high concentration signal for the cases highlighted in Table
I. Similar to (2) and (3), we use rate reaction equations to
describe the production of the molecular signals z1(t), z2(t)
and z3(t) by the synthetic logic gates [47]. Therefore, the OR
gate is evaluated as

d[OR]

dt
=

[C]nC

KnC

C + [C]nC
+

[D]nD

KnD

D + [D]nD

− γOR[OR] +NOR(t),

(4)

where KC and KD define the rates (association constants) by
which [C] and [D] bind to the OR gate receptors; γOR is the
decay constant for [OR]; nC , nD are the Hill coefficients;
and NOR(t) is the noise resulting from the chemical reaction
for this synthetic logic gate. This noise term is modelled as
an Additive White Gaussian Noise – AWGN. The “whitening
effect” of the molecular noise in quorum sensing systems was
investigated by [48]. Quorum sensing production noise can be
modelled as a short noise with a wideband spectrum [49]. Shot
noise is often modelled as a Poisson process, but if its mean
value is large enough (following the central limit theorem), this
noise can be modelled as a Gaussian noise [50]. In this case, if
there is a large forward reaction rate compared to the reverse
reaction rate, see (1), the noise will spread their frequency
spectra and approximate it to an Additive White Gaussian
Noise [48]. Following this assumption, our circuit will produce
the output molecular signals in higher quantity, which will also
prevent reverse reaction in (1) that will lead to the original
input molecules. The reaction in (1) for both forward and
reverse process generates the noise that is represented as an
AWGN noise. Similarly, the AND gate is evaluated as

d[AND]

dt
=

[E]nE

KnE

E + [E]nE
· [F ]nF

KnF

F + [F ]nF

− γAND[AND] +NAND(t),

(5)

where KE , KF are the association constants for the signals
[E] and [F ]; γANDis the decay constants for [AND]; nE
and nF are the Hill coefficients for these molecular signals;
and NAND(t) is the AWGN noise for these molecular output
signals.

III. COMMUNICATIONS MODEL

An overview representation of the proposed bacteria-based
molecular communications model is depicted in Figure 4. This
synthetic logic circuit can be viewed, from a communications
perspective, as a combination of three channels (see Figure
4b), which processes the molecular signals ai(t − τi), z1(t),
z2(t), z′1(t) and z′2(t). In this paper, we do not investigate

the effects of the aqueous medium over the molecular input
signals as they will be generated by sources much larger than
the bacteria-based synthetic logic circuit, allowing them to
retain their characteristics. In the following, we provide a
detailed description of the proposed model for the synthetic
logic circuit.

A. End-to-End Model

We model the bacteria-based synthetic logic circuit as a
finite 2D aqueous environment where the molecular signals
produced in the chambers A and B will freely diffuse towards
the chamber C. The first layer of the synthetic circuit is acti-
vated by four molecular environmental signals, two different
signals for each bacterial population, and is represented as

wi(t− τi) =Wi

exp

(
−(t− τi)2

2η2

)
√
2πη

, (6)

where Wi is the pulse amplitude and η is the spread of the
pulse. These four signals will be propagated from the external
environment to the synthetic logic circuit and will bind to
the receptors inside each bacterium to activate the internal
toggle switches (see Figure 4). This internal bacterium system
triggering process will result in the On-Off-Keying (OOK)
modulation of the molecular signals w1(t − τ1), w2(t − τ2),
w3(t− τ3) and w4(t− τ4). Therefore, the resulting molecular
input signal is represented as

ai(t− τi) = wi(t− τi) ∗ hi(t), (7)

where “*” denotes the convolution operator, hi(t) is a binary
sequence that represents the toggle switch activation, modelled
by (2) and (3). This sequence is defined as

hi(t) =


s1
s2
...
sl

 , (8)

where sl are either 0 or 1, for the symbol duration ts, l =
{1, ..., tf} is the number of sequences and tf is the total length
of the system’s operation (continuous values).

After being modulated, these molecular input signals will
be evaluated by the first layer of the bacteria-based synthetic
logic circuit (see Figure 4b). Each logic gate will then produce
a molecular output signal (z1(t) for the OR gate and z2(t) for
the AND gate) using (4) and (5) and is represented as

dz1(t)

dt
=

a1(t− τ1)na1

K
na1
a1 + a1(t− τ1)na1

+
a2(t− τ2)na2

K
na2
a2 + a2(t− τ2)na2

− γ2z2(t) +N2(t),

=
(w1(t− τ1) ∗ h1(t))na1

K
na1
a1 + (w1(t− τ2) ∗ h1(t))na1

+

(w2(t− τ2) ∗ h2(t))na2

K
na2
a2 + (w2(t− τ2) ∗ h2(t))na2

− γ1z1(t) +N1(t),

(9)
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dz2(t)

dt
=

a3(t− τ3)na3

K
na3
a3 + a3(t− τ3)na3

· a4(t− τ4)na4

K
na4
a4 + a4(t− τ4)na4

− γ2z2(t) +N2(t),

=
(w3(t− τ3) ∗ h3(t))na3

K
na3
a3 + (w3(t− τ3) ∗ h3(t))na3

· (w4(t− τ4) ∗ h4(t))na4

K
na4
a4 + (w4(t− τ4) ∗ h4(t))na4

− γ2z2(t) +N2(t).

(10)

The molecular output signals are responsible for activating
the next layer of the synthetic circuit. Thus, they are diffused
from the chambers A and B to reach the chamber C, where
the last layer of the synthetic circuit is located. The molecules
that compose each molecular output signal will travel through
the fluidic medium between the chambers independently from
each other. The thin membrane that separates the chamber C
from chambers A and B is composed of nanopores allowing
only molecular output signals to pass through. This membrane
is designed to limit only the bacterial movement [37]. There-
fore, the Brownian motion for this system is characterised
using the Fick’s law of diffusion resulting in the following
diffusion channels [51]

hz1(tp) =
1√

4πDz1(tp)
e

−||dAC ||2

4Dz1(tp) , (11)

hz2(tp) =
1√

4πDz2(tp)
e

−||dBC ||2

4Dz2(tp) , (12)

where hz1(tp) and hz2(tp) are the diffusion channel between
chambers A and C, and between B and C, respectively; dAC
and dBC are the Euclidean distance between chambers A
and C, and between B and C, respectively; Dz1 and Dz2

are the diffusion coefficients for the molecular signals and tp
is propagation time inside the bacteria-based synthetic logic
circuit. Each bacterium in the population, placed in both
chambers A and B, will produce a molecular output signal
concentration that will travel to chamber C. This spatially
distributed molecular diffusion will generate a wave that will
travel from one chamber to another (from A to C, and B to C).
However, as the bacteria are close to each other, we assume
that the distances dAC and dBC are between the centres of
chambers A and C, and between the centres of chambers
B and C. Therefore, this will represent the average distance
travelled by the total molecular output signal concentration.
Furthermore, this definition also affects the propagation time
that is assumed to be small enough to travel from one
population centre to another and maintain a high molecular
concentration.

After being diffused, only a fraction of the molecular output
signals z1(t) and z2(t) is able to reach the bacteria population
in chamber C. Thus, using the results from (9) and (10) and
operating them with the diffusion channels described in (11)

and (12), we can obtain the fraction of the molecular output
signals z1(t) and z2(t), respectively, as

z′1(t) = z1(t) ∗ hz1(t− τz1), (13)

and
z′2(t) = z2(t) ∗ hz2(t− τz2). (14)

By substituting (13) and (14) in (5), we are able to finally
obtain the molecular output signal z3(t) as

dz3(t)

dt
=

z′1(t)
nz′1

K
nz′1
z′1

+ z′1(t)
nz′1

· z′2(t)
nz′2

K
nz′2
z′2

+ z′2(t)
nz′2

− γ3z3(t) +N3(t),

=
(z1(t) ∗ hz1(t− τz1))

nz′1

K
nz′1
z′1

+ (z1(t) ∗ hz1(t− τz1))
nz′1

· (z2(t) ∗ hz2(t− τz2))
nz′2

K
nz′2
z′2

+ (z2(t) ∗ hz2(t− τz2))
nz′2

− γ3z3(t) +N3(t),

(15)

IV. CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE

We analyse the performance of this end-to-end molecular
communications system using two distinct metrics: circuit
quality and channel capacity. All the parameters considered
for the performance analyses are presented in Table II. We
would like to point out that the degradation rates γ1, γ2
and γ3 values are chosen to be small enough, as well as,
the association rates Ka1 , Ka2 , Ka3 , Ka4 , Kz′1

and Kz′2
are

chosen to be high enough so the noise become AWGN and our
analysis can be generalised for a wider range of molecular sig-
nal frequencies. The engineered bacteria population densities
k1, k2 and k3, as well as, the distances between the chamber
compartments centres, dAC and dBC , are constrained by the
chambers dimensions (0.1 × 0.6 cm), which is equivalent to
the size of a drug pill.

The total length of the system’s operation tf , the pulse
spread η, the pulse period td and the Hill coefficients na1 ,
na2 , na3 , na4 , nz′1 , nz′2 are chosen to allow the production
of a high molecular signal concentration due to the narrow
and well-defined molecular input signal pulses (with proper
rise and decay times). The molecular input signals arrays ρa1 ,
ρa2 , ρa3 and ρa4 have 160 samples each. They are processed
by the first layer of the circuit within 25 hours, resulting in a
new molecular signal arrays ρz1 , ρz2 of 4, 000 samples, which
are propagated for tp = 0.5 hours. This will result in higher
molecular signal concentration at the centre of the engineered
bacteria population placed in compartment C of the chamber,
which will subsequently be processed in the following 25
hours by the last synthetic logic gate, resulting in a molecular
output signal of 100, 000 samples.

The quality of a system will depend on how it will perform
the designed task under certain circumstances [52]. Therefore,
to assess the quality of the proposed bacteria-based synthetic
circuit, we describe this metric in terms of the accuracy,
precision, recall, false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN)
rates, for the molecular output signal z3(t). The channel
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS CONSIDERED FOR THIS ANALYSIS

Variable Value Unit Reference
k1, k2, k3 10, 000 CFU *

Br 0.5 µm [53]
dAC , dBC 500 µm *

tf 50.5 hours *

td 10 hours *

tp 0.5 hour *

Dz1 , Dz2 4.9 cm2/h [54]
γ1, γ2, γ3 0.1 – *

Ka1 , Ka2 , Ka3 , Ka4 , Kz′1
, Kz′2

10 – *

na1 , na2 , na3 , na4 , nz′1
, nz′2

2 – *

η 0.5 – *

ρa1 , ρa2 , ρa3 , ρa4 160 samples *

ρz1 , ρz2 4,000 samples *

ρz3 100,000 samples *

* Values chosen by the authors.

capacity represents the maximum throughput that the system
can achieve under specific conditions.

A. Circuit Quality

For the first metric, we investigate the impact of the noise
and the molecular environmental delay on the production of
reliable molecular output signal z3(t). To evaluate the quality
of the proposed synthetic circuit, we first define the minimum
molecular concentration levels required for the activation of
each bacteria-based synthetic logic gate (for a molecular
input signal total length of the system’s operation tf ). These
thresholds are represented as follows.

Tai =
max(ai(t))

2
, (16)

Tzm =
max(zm(t))

2
, (17)

where ai represents each i = {1, 2, 3, 4} molecular input
signal, and zm represents each m = {1, 2, 3} molecular output
signal (see Figure 4).

For all of the analyses presented in this paper, we considered
each molecular input signal as an array with ρai samples and
each molecular output signal as an array with ρzm samples.
These samples can be defined as positive (high level) when
it is above the considered threshold and negative (low level)
when it is the opposite. The overall quality of the proposed
synthetic circuit will depend on the correct identification of the
positive and negative molecular output signal samples. In this
case, we first define the accuracy_ratio, which is the number
of samples that are correctly detected as positive or negative
over the total number of samples. This is represented as [52]

accuracy_ratio =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
× 100, (18)

where TP and TN are the number of molecular output
signal samples that are correctly detected above and below the
defined thresholds, respectively; FP and FN are the number
of molecular output signal samples that are not correctly

detected above and below the defined thresholds, respectively.
The precision_ratio is defined as the number of true positive
identification over the total positive identifications detected,
independent of being either true or false. This is represented
as [52],

precision_ratio =
TP

TP + FP
× 100. (19)

The recall_ratio or system sensitivity is defined as the number
of true positives over the sum of samples that are detected as
positive and the ones that should be detected as high level as
well. Therefore [52],

recall_ratio =
TP

TP + FN
× 100. (20)

Using the detected number of false negatives and false pos-
itives, we can define the false positive_ratio (FP_ratio) and
false negative_ratio (FP_ratio) as [52]

FN_ratio =
FN

FN + TP
× 100, (21)

FP_ratio =
FP

FP + TN
× 100. (22)

Using (21), we can also express the recall_ratio as

recall_ratio = 1− FN_ratio. (23)

B. Channel Capacity

Using the thresholds defined in (16)–(17), we evaluate the
channel capacity based on the probabilities of each sample of
for the molecular input signals as well as output signal z3(t),
and this can be for both high or low levels. Therefore, we
define p0(k) and p1(k) as the probabilities of obtaining a low
or high (which are represented as 0 or 1) molecular output
signals z3(t), respectively. These probabilities are agnostic
with respect to the definition of true positives and negatives
(including their counterparts). For the channel capacity eval-
uation, we do not focus on classifying the molecular output
signal, but in quantifying the received quantity of low and
high molecular output signals from the last gate output. We
also define p0(k|j1, j2, j3, j4) and p1(k|j1, j2, j3, j4) as the
conditional probabilities of obtaining a high or low level
molecular output signal sample k depending on the molecular
input signal samples j1, j2, j3, and j4, where ji ∈ {0, 1}.

Next, we define the information entropy for the molecular
output signal z3(t) as

H(z3(t)) = −
ρz3∑
k=0

p0,1(k) log2 p0,1(k). (24)

Similarly, the conditional entropy of the molecular output
signal z3(t) for molecular input signals a1(t), a2(t), a3(t)
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Fig. 5. Representation of the synthetic circuit and the molecular signals
considered for this bacteria-based molecular communications system. When
the system is not subjected to molecular environmental delays (τ1 = τ2 =
τ3 = τ4 = 0) the molecular output signal is defined as ideal. For the delayed
case, we defined τ1 = τ3 = 0 and varied the τ2 and τ4 values.

and a4(t) is defined as

H(z3|a1(t), a2(t), a3(t), a4(t))) =

−
ρa1∑
j1=0

ρa2∑
j2=0

ρa3∑
j3=0

ρa4∑
j4=0

p0,1(j1, j2, j3, j4)

·
ρz3∑
k=0

p0,1(k|(j1, j2, j3, j4)) · log2 p0,1(k|(j1, j2, j3, j4)).

(25)

However, as p0,1(k|(j1, j2, j3, j4)) = p0,1(k), (25) can be
rewritten as

H(z3|a1(t), a2(t), a3(t), a4(t))) = −
ρz3∑
k=0

[p0,1(k) log2 p0,1(k)]

·
ρa1∑
j1=0

ρa2∑
j2=0

ρa3∑
j3=0

ρa4∑
j4=0

p0,1(j1, j2, j3, j4).

(26)

The channel capacity for this system is defined by the
maximum mutual information between the molecular output
signal z3(t) and the molecular input signals a1(t), a2(t), a3(t)
and a4(t), and is represented as,

Csys = max
pz3(t)

[I(z3(t); a1(t), a2(t), a3(t), a4(t))],

= max
pz3(t)

[H(z3(t))−H(z3(t)|a1(t), a2(t), a3(t), a4(t))].

(27)

We use the entropy and conditional entropy values H(z3(t))
and H(z3(t)|a1(t), a2(t), a3(t), a4(t)) obtained from (24) and

(26) to rewrite (27) as

Csys = max
pz3(t)

[
−

sz3∑
k=0

[p0,1(k) log2 p0,1(k)]+

ρz3∑
k=0

[p0,1(k) log2 p0,1(k)]

·
ρa1∑
j1=0

ρa2∑
j2=0

ρa3∑
j3=0

ρa4∑
j4=0

p0,1(j1, j2, j3, j4)
]
.

(28)

V. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

In this section, we analyse the operation of the bacteria-
based synthetic logic circuit by evaluating its quality and
channel capacity. The aim of this analysis is to study the
performance of the proposed bacteria-based molecular com-
munications system and define the design parameters required
for an accurate operation of the synthetic logic circuit.

Consider a scenario where the system operates under ideal
conditions, and this means that the molecular output signal will
not suffer from any deterioration in concentration and at the
same time the synthetic logic gates of all layers will operate as
expected. Figure 5 illustrate the synthetic logic circuit and the
molecular signals considered for the proposed system. For our
analyses, we considered a synchronised transmission where
no molecular environmental delay is present (τ1 = τ2 =
τ3 = τ4 = 0), and delayed scenarios where we considered
two molecular environmental delays as τ1 = τ3 = 0 and
varied the other two (τ2 and τ4). Figure 6 presents four
plots to illustrate the synchronized and the delayed operation
of the proposed bacteria-based synthetic circuit. Figure 6(a)
shows the molecular output signals z1(t) and z2(t) when the
molecular environmental signals are synchronised with each
other (they do not suffer with the molecular environmental
delays, τ1 = τ2 = τ3 = τ4 = 0). Figure 6(b) shows the
molecular output signals z1(t) and z2(t) when w2(t − τ2)
and w4(t − τ4) are delayed by 5 hours (half of the pulse
period, τ2 = τ4 = tp/2). As we can see there are high z1(t)
and low z2(t) signals produced when compared to the case
depicted in Figure 6(a). IIn general, situations where different
molecules are produced from the environment, the molecular
environmental signals can arrive delayed into the first layer
of the synthetic circuit, and aggregated random system effects
can also occur, leading to inaccurate outputs from the circuit.
This scenario can be observed by comparing the Figures 6(c)
and 6(d). The molecular output signal z3(t) obtained from the
ideal operation of the circuit, shown in Figure 6(c), is higher
than the one produced in a delayed scenario, shown in Figure
6(d). Furthermore, when subjected to molecular environmental
delays, the synthetic logic circuit also produced the wrong
molecular output signals. Our interest is to investigate further
this phenomenon. We analyse different cases in order to define
the most appropriate trade-off between the unwanted effects
occurring in the first layer of the circuit and the system
performance.

In addition to the delayed molecular environmental signals,
we also considered the output bit-1 ratio and the gates inputs
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(d) Signals delayed by the half of the pulse period - second layer of the circuit

Fig. 6. Representation of the molecular output signals z1(t), z2(t) and z3(t). For all cases, we considered hi(t) as deterministic sequence of symbols. (a)
Representation of the ideal molecular output signals z1(t) and z2(t) from the bacteria-based synthetic logic circuit. (b) When the molecular input signals
w2(t − τ2) and w4(t − τ4) are delayed τ2 = τ4 = td/2, the molecular output signals z1(t) and z2(t) do not have the same concentration levels of the
previous case. (c) As z1(t) and z2(t) are ideal, the molecular output signal z3(t) also will be ideal. (d) Due the molecular environmental delays, the molecular
output signal have lower concentration levels than when the system works on an ideal conditions and it produces wrong molecular output signals.

concentration difference as possible unwanted effects for the
bacteria-based synthetic logic circuit. If the molecular input
signal is composed of a large sequence of bit-1, this excess
molecular signals can increase the noise that the bacteria
populations are being subjected to, and consequently, can
degrade the performance of the communications. A similar
effect can occur if a large concentration of molecular input
signal arrives at the bacteria population in chambers A and
B. Therefore, we focus on these three issues to analyse the
performance of the molecular communications of the proposed
bacteria-based synthetic logic circuit.

A. Circuit Quality Analysis

As discussed in the previous sections, conventional digital
circuits can have their quality affected if delays are introduced
in the system. Therefore, we first investigate the impact caused
by a delayed molecular environmental signal on the accuracy,
precision, recall, false negative and false positive rates of the
circuit.

For this analysis, we define a pulse period td = 10 hours,
total length of the system’s operation tf = 50.5 hours for
the molecular input signals a1(t), a2(t), a3(t) and a4(t); an

Output Bit-1 Ratio (%)

100

R
at

io
 (

%
)

Accuracy Precision Recall False Negative False Positive

80

60

40

20

0
12.5 25.0 37.5 50.0 62.5

Fig. 7. Quality metrics results for different output bit-1 ratio. For the
considered scenario, the circuit worked with 100% of precision, and no false
positive was detected.

AWGN noise NA,B(t) with average µN = 0 and standard
deviation of σA,BN = 2 · 10−4 nM for the bacteria populations
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located in chambers A and B; a second AWGN noise NC(t)
with average µN = 0 and standard deviation of σCN = 2·10−13
nM for the bacteria population located in chamber C; and we
considered the molecular input channels hi(t) as pseudoran-
dom sequences. These noise values were chosen to represent
the small fluctuations that can occur during the molecular
output signal production [55]. We also considered that two of
the molecular environmental signals are delayed by 5 hours
(half of the pulse period), and varied the output bit-1 ratio
from 12.5% to 62.5% of the total number of bits present in
the pseudorandom sequences h1(t), h2(t), h3(t) and h4(t). We
considered a fixed amplitude for the molecular environmental
signals W1 = W2 = 5 nM and W3 = W4 = 15 nM. No gate
input concentration difference was considered for this case.

We can observe in Figure 7 that the accuracy_ratio de-
creases proportionally with the increase in the output bit-1
ratio. Therefore, higher output bit-1 ratios result in a worse
synthetic logic circuit performance. On the other hand, the
precision_ratio remained 100% for all of the considered output
bit-1 ratio values, meaning that there is no false positive
detected. In the case considered, the recall_ratio remained
below 10%, which means that the number of samples wrongly
identified as negative is high, and this is based on (20).
The FN_ratio value observed from Figure 7 validate this
observation, and this is based on (23). Specifically, the circuit
misses most of the positive samples, therefore classifying them
as negative. This issue is directly related to the threshold
definition, and its solution is tied to the selection of a better
detection technique. It can be deduced from these results
that the output bit-1 ratio is an important unwanted effect
for this circuit as it can severely affect the accuracy of the
results. In the case of the high false negative ratio, this can be
addressed by improving the system reception e.g., this could
mean engineering bacteria to be more sensitive to molecules in
the last chamber C. Furthermore, the timing that the molecular
input signals reach the bacteria populations should be well
defined to improve the accuracy of the bacteria-based synthetic
logic gates.

B. Communications Analysis

Channel capacity is an important metric to describe the
performance of any communications system. From this per-
spective, we investigate the effect of the delayed molecular
environmental signals as well as the output bit-1 ratio and the
gate input concentration difference on the channel capacity
for this bacteria-based molecular communications system. For
this analysis, we considered the same AWGN noises from
the quality analysis, and the amplitude of the molecular
environmental signals as W1 = 5 nM, a variable amplitude of
W2 ranging from 5 to 9 nM, W3 = 15, a variable amplitude
of W4 ranging from 15 to 19 nM. The signal amplitudes were
selected to enable the investigation of the impact caused on the
channel capacity by the gate inputs concentration difference
for the two gates placed in the chambers A and B.

We compared the circuit accuracy with the channel capacity
to evaluate their relationship. We considered that the molec-
ular input signals are synchronised, and the molecular input
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Fig. 8. Evaluation of the channel capacity and circuit accuracy, for a gate
inputs concentration difference ranging from 0 to 4 nM.

channels hi(t) as random sequences, producing two different
output bit-1 ratios (18% and 50%). It can be observed from
Figure 8 that the accuracy_ratio, for both molecular input
channels, slightly varies with respect to the gate input con-
centration difference. On the other hand, the channel capacity
shows a noticeable variation when the gate input concentration
difference and the output bit-1 ratio are increased. For the
18% output bit-1 ratio (dotted line, see Figure 8), the channel
capacity start with a higher value than the 50% case (solid line,
see Figure 8), but stays below 0.02 bits/h after increasing the
gate input concentration difference to 1 nM. In contrast, the
50% output bit-1 ratio reaches this channel capacity value after
4 nM. This result suggests the existence of a trade-off between
a highly accurate system and a high channel capacity, which is
related to the output bit-1 ratio. Therefore, this system design
imposes a limitation on the amount of molecular signal that
can be accurately processed on the circuit’s last gate.

Based on the results presented in Figure 8, we decide to
investigate the effect of the molecular environmental delay
and the gate inputs concentration difference on the channel
capacity when the circuit has an accuracy above 80%. Using
(27) and considering a molecular input channel hi(t) that
produces a 50% output bit-1 ratio, we evaluate the system’s
channel capacity when there is no delay associated with
the molecular environmental signals arriving at the bacteria
populations located in chambers A and B, and when they are
delayed by 2 hours (τ2 = τ4 = tp/5) and 5 hours (τ2 = τ4 =
tp/2). Figure 9 shows that the channel capacity is inversely
proportional to the gate input concentration difference. It also
can be noted that for both the synchronised and the 2 hours
delay cases, there is a small decrease in the channel capacity
when compared to the 5 hours delay case. This result shows
that the system can tolerate moderate molecular environmental
delays and converge to a steady-state value for the channel
capacity. If the proposed bacteria-based synthetic circuit is
subjected to a high molecular environmental delay, a buffer or
other techniques that will adjust the timing of the molecular
input signal might be placed in the chambers A and B to
counter this unwanted effect.

For our final analysis, we varied the molecular environ-
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mental delay, and considered the molecular input channels
hi(t) that produces a 50% output bit-1 ratio, which results
in a circuit accuracy of more than 80%. Therefore, Figure
10 shows that the molecular environmental delay can severely
affect the channel capacity. On the other hand, greater gate
inputs concentration difference result in slightly higher channel
capacity. This result corroborates with the result presented
in Figure 9 and demonstrates the impact of the gate input
concentration difference and the delay on the bacteria-based
synthetic logic circuit.

VI. CONCLUSION

In recent years, new applications have emerged for molecu-
lar communications, and in particular through the application
of synthetic biology. In this paper, we present the use of
molecular communications between bacteria populations that
can be used to create synthetic logic circuits. Each popula-
tion represents a gate, and the communication bus between
the gates is established through molecular communications.
Given the stochastic property of molecular communications,

the paper investigates the quality of the synthetic circuit to
determine its accuracy that is dependent on variations of
molecular signal input delays, as well as the amplitude of
the molecular environmental signals. We also utilized com-
munications theory in terms of channel capacity between the
gates and its impact on the quality of the circuit. We found
that the molecular concentration difference between the inputs
of the circuit can disrupt the operation of the synthetic logic
gate, and this can also be affected by the reception thresholds.
The molecular concentration difference between the circuit’s
inputs can impact on the wrong definition in the high and
low molecular concentration levels, which can degrade both
the quality and channel capacity. Our results suggest that the
system can operate with an accuracy above 80%, and the
output bit-1 ratio plays a major role in the evaluation of
the quality and system performance. These metrics could be
further improved by optimising the molecular signal reception
on the circuit’s last gate. From the obtained results, we can
infer that the combination of synthetic biology and molecular
communications is an important tool for the design, perfor-
mance and quality evaluation of bacteria-based synthetic logic
circuits.
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